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CHAPTER 3: WHY DO WE BELIEVE IN ATOMS? 
 
 Once people agreed to use “mass” to measure “amount of stuff” and to use “quantitative 
intensive properties” (like density) to identify “different types of stuff,” they could make progress on 
explaining how stuff changes into other stuff (like when wine changed into vinegar - 
what today we think of as “chemical reactions”).  
 

The basis of our current way of thinking about such transformations was 
supplied in 1802 by John Dalton. Dalton possessed several characteristics which are 
thought to have contributed to his unique way of looking at the world: 
 

-Dalton was human - and thereby tied to and limited by human ways of seeing the world. 
-Dalton lived as a Quaker - and was therefore encouraged to think seriously and 

 independently. (He started his own school at age 12) 
       -Dalton lived in the poor countryside and found pleasure in observing simple, natural things 
   (He was an avid weather-watcher.) 
       -Dalton spoke Latin - and so was exposed to the ideas of ancient Greeks), 

-Dalton lived in Britain at the beginning of industrialization and when there was growing 
resistance to Napoleonic and Romantic ideas.  

 
Looking at a few of these influences in more detail can reveal how complex supposedly objective 
“science” really is:  
 

3.1) What were some of humans’ earliest inventions? Dalton was human. As such, he believed 
that it was useful to divide experience into more or less independent 3D “things” that persist 
through time but which can be “changed” into new things. 

 

By Dalton’s time, humans had a long history of reforming “things” into “new things.”  
 

By 1,750,000 years ago we had learned to reform flint (fossilized 
sponges) into useful tools:  
 

By 1,500,000 years ago we had learned to reform “fuel” into “fire.” This allowed us  

 to spend nights doing more than just hiding from predators,  

 to move out of dense (protective) forests into more open country,  

 to consume more food (tubers & meat which were inedible if not cooked) 

 to use less energy in chewing (leaving more energy for thinking) 

 to get the idea that we could “control” nature – which may have exerted an evolutionary 
selection pressure toward more such thinking… 

 

By ~100,000 years ago we had learned to reform animal skins into clothes 
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By ~60,000 years ago we learned to reform bones into 
musical instruments 
 
 

By ~40,000 years ago we learned to reform sticks into 

spears and to reform natural tars into waterproof tents 
 

 
By ~32,000 years ago, we had learned 

to reform clay & natural pigments into 
art 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

By ~16,000 years ago we learned to reform clay into pottery - which led to 
new ways of preparing food as well as to better food storage and food 
security – which, in turn, led to the development of trade, prosperity and 
more free time to think apparently useless thoughts 
 
 
 
By ~9000 years ago (as the last ice age ended), Middle-Eastern swamps dried up, leaving 

massive clay deposits. We learned to reform such clay into bricks to build cities like Jericho 

(12ft tall x 10ft deep walls). Such cities reformed wandering bands of people into towns  

 
 

 

By ~8400 years ago we learned to reform natural copper deposits into tools. (Metals are 
amazing materials because when you bang on them, they smoosh instead of breaking. This 
allows them to be “forged” into a variety of useful shapes – such 
as tools. Copper is especially good for this because as you pound 
on it more and more, it undergoes “work hardening” – becoming 
harder & harder. This is how the Statue of Liberty was made: 
large sheets of copper were pounded over wooden forms to get 
the shapes required. Today we know that copper’s initial softness 
results from imperfections in the packing of its atoms. Repeated hammering of the metal “pins” 
its imperfections, making them unable to move - and making the metal harder.)     
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By ~8000BC, we had learned to go beyond just re-forming naturally occurring materials to actually 

creating new materials which had previously not existed. Many of these creations resulted from 
applying our now well-tended fires to various natural materials.  
 

By ~8000BC we had found that if we heated naturally occurring gypsum (to ~150
o
C), we 

created “plaster.” (It later came to be called Plaster of Paris after being used to fireproof Paris 
following the 1666 fire that destroyed much of London.) Today, we write this as transformation 
as CaSO4•2H2O  CaSO4•½H2O. Plaster was useful because when wetted, it turns back into 
solid gypsum which is both fireproof, and antibacterial. This made it ideal for coating the walls 
of living spaces. In addition, it would solidify around objects creating detailed castings of them. 
At about the same time, we found that if we heated limestone (to ~800

o
C), it turned into “lime.” 

If lime was wetted, and painted onto surfaces, it would eventually turn back into limestone – 
producing a brilliant white surface which came to be called “whitewash.” It must have done 
wonders to brighten dark interiors. Today we write these processes as  

limestone (CaCO3) + heat  lime (CaO) + carbon dioxide (CO2) 
lime (CaO) + water (H2O)  slaked lime (Ca(OH)2) 
slaked lime (Ca(OH)2) + carbon dioxide (CO2)  limestone CaCO3 + water (H2O)  

 
By ~7000BC, the Middle East grew drier and drier, and the animals that we hunted migrated 
away. In response, we started to collect and plant the fattest (and most nutritious) grains. 
These kernels were too heavy to be naturally dispersed by the wind, so they needed to be 

planted by hand – and we created agriculture.  
  

By ~6000BC, we had created the settlement of Catal Huyuk (in modern Turkey) with around 

6000 people – and we had created yarn, cloth, beer and wine 
 

By ~5000BC, we had created decay-resistant leather by soaking animal skins in warm nut 

stews. At about the same time we created new animals by selective breeding of those we 
tended.  
 

By ~4500BC we had created copper from very non-copper things. 
When heated to ~1100

o
C with charcoal, a variety of brilliant blue and 

green stones suddenly turned into copper! This was our first 
experience with “smelting” – the extraction of a metal from its ore. 

Today we write this as malachite (Cu2CO3(OH)2) + charcoal (C)  
copper (Cu) + carbon dioxide (2CO2 ) + water (H2O). The sudden 
increase in copper supply led to its use in both useful tools and in art – 
such as the 7.5ft x 3.5ft Imdugud relief that dates to ~3100BC:  
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By ~3000BC, we had created quite a lot. The “Iceman” is a good example:  
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Of course we didn’t stop there… 

 

By ~3150BC we had created bronze. By 3200BC, 
the Sumerians were established in an area about 
the size of Massachusetts in the lower half of the 
Tigris-Euphrates valley. The only natural resources 
they had were the silt & clay-laden waters of the 
rivers and the huge reeds that grew in abundance 
along the river banks. This made the Sumerians 
masterful masons – building massive ziggurats: 
 
 

 
Unfortunately, their large clay deposits meant that 
they lacked stone for tools. This may have been what 
led them to investigate methods of hardening what 
copper they had available. At some point, they found 
that adding 5-15% tin or arsenic to the copper made 
it much harder. It also made it easier to cast into 
molds (the mixture traps fewer air bubbles than pure 
copper) 

and made it form a protective “patina” over time.  
And so “bronze” was invented:   
Because casting weapons was much faster than 
chipping or forging them Sumerian came to be the dominant power in the region. 
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Also by ~3100BC, small communities along the Nile were being 
united into the Egyptian empire.  By 2500BC, the Great Pyramid 
and the Sphinx had been built. By 2300BC, the Egyptians had 
discovered that while sand couldn’t be melted at any temperatures 
that they could reach (it only melts above 1600

o
C), sand + lime + 

“natron” (sodium carbonate) did melt (at ~1000
o
C) and when 

cooled, they created glass. 
 
 

By ~2500BC, Sargon, the ruler of the 
northern Mesopotamian territory known 
as Akkad became the first great world 
conqueror, extending his rule throughout 
the Fertile Crescent. He is thought to 

have created the concept of “royal 
families” by establishing the idea that the 
right to rule should be passed through 
family lines. 

 
 

From ~2000-1600BC, the Akkadian empire was ruled from the town of 
Babylon, about ~50 miles south of the current city of Baghdad. Most famous 

of these rulers was Hammurabi (1792-1750BC) who created the rule of law 
by establishing his kingdom upon 282 laws and statutes engraved on an 
eight foot tall column of black stone. The laws were designed "to cause 
justice to prevail in the land, to destroy the wicked and evil, to prevent the 
strong from oppressing the weak ... and to further the welfare of the 
people."  
 
 
 
 

 
By ~1530BC a new power in the Middle East developed in what 

is now Turkey when the Hittites created “wrought iron.” The 
Hittites discovered that if they repeatedly pounded the molten 
residue from smelting copper, you sometimes produce what came to be called “wrought iron.” 
While iron melts at too high of a temperature to be cast, it could be “forged” into weapons 
which were superior to bronze weapons – and so the Hittite Empire was born.  (Previously, 
iron was only available from extremely rare meteorites – and was known as “heavenly black 
copper.” When Egypt’s King Tut died ~1400 BC, he was buried with such an iron dagger with 
a hilt and sheath of gold decorated with crystals. The dagger blade has still not rusted in more 
than 3000 years, and people still do not know how it was forged. Its value can be judged by 
the fact that when artifacts from Tut’s tomb went on a world tour, a dagger with a golden blade 
went along - but the iron dagger was considered too precious to risk, and stayed in Cairo!) 
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By ~1200BC our Hittite ancestors found that adding ~0.5% carbon to their iron roughly 

doubled its strength. They had created “steel.” Many legendary “super-
weapons” like King Excalibur are thought to have owed their prowess as 
much to traces of carbon as to any supernatural powers.  
 
 

By ~750BC the Assyrians created “quenched iron” - which was 
much harder (but also more brittle) than normal iron. (Their recipe 
called for plunging hot iron into the urine of goats which had eaten 
nothing but ferns for three days.) (Quenching is easily 
demonstrated with bobby pins: Heat 
one in a flame & then plunge it into 
water. It will become very hard – but 
also very brittle.)   
 

 

3.2)  Is there a pattern to existence? Dalton believed that it was possible to “understand” 

nature  

 
Besides being human, Dalton spoke Latin & was thereby exposed to the writings of ancient 

philosophers who were being rediscovered at his time. Dalton believed that what appeared to most 
“normal” people to be “change” (such as a log’s burning) might actually mask some unchanging 
underlying reality. This – at first absurd - view of reality echoed an active debate about what was real 
and what was illusion that extended back at least to the Greeks…. 
 

Pre-900BC:  Before ~550 BC, "explanations" of 

change were mostly anthropomorphic. Explanations 
focused on explaining WHY things happened in 
terms of the motivations of human-like "Gods." After 
all, people ate when they wanted to eat, so why 
shouldn't it rain because "someone" else wanted it 
to rain?  For example, the Iliad (~840BC) is full of 
Gods with human attributes. In it, Athena and Hera 
are fiercely anti-Trojan because they lost a beauty 
contest judged by the Trojan prince Paris. On the 
other hand, the winner Aphrodite favors the Trojans 
in the war.                      

  
  

~550BC:  For some reason, around 550 B.C., the arbitrariness of anthropomorphic explanations 

ACTIVITY 3.1 
a) Arrange the following civilizations in chronological order  Akkadia, Assyria, Egypt, Hittites, 

Sumeria  

b) Indicate which technology each civilization pioneered : bronze, glass, iron, law, quenched iron  

Date 3200BC 3100BC 2500BC 1530BC 750BC 

Civilization      

Technology      
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of “why” things happened started to get to people and attention shifted to using constant, 

impersonal principles to describe HOW  things happened. 
 

Thales (640-546BC) was the first we know of who saw all things as one thing. “The earth floats 

on water, which is in some way the source of all things.” Water was presumably chosen 
because it was the only thing that was known to be able to be solid, liquid and vapor - and so 
could perhaps impart those qualities to other things. 

 
Anaximander (610-550BC) had a more abstract basic material (“the 
unlimited”) - and he introduced one  “principle” which ruled all change: justice.  

"The unlimited is the first principle of things. It is that from which the 
coming to be of things and qualities takes place and it is that into 
which they return, when they perish by moral necessity, giving 
satisfaction to each other and making reparation for their injustice, 
according to the order of time."         

                                                      
Pythagoras (582-520BC) believed the world was governed not by justice but 

by “number” and the rules that governed them:  
 

"The nature of things is number. Things act in accord with the rules of 
number (e.g., musical scales, the Pythagorean theorem)" 

 

~500BC:  Around 500BC, attention shifted from figuring out why things changed to 

figuring out if what appeared to be changes were real or not. 
 

Some people, like Heraclitus, thought that Constancy is an illusion. 
He thought that change itself was more fundamental than the "things" 
that we think exist through change:  

 
"Everything flows and nothing abides. It is in changing that things 
find rest. Eyes and ears (that seem to see constancy) are bad 
witness." 
 

Other people, like Parmenides, thought that Change was an illusion. After all, 
how could something appear from nothing? Parmenides was a champion of this 
approach: 

  
"What is has no beginning & will never be destroyed." 
 

 

Still others, like Zeno, thought that Change is actually impossible. His argument 
was that any motion involves moving an infinite number of small infinitely small 
intermediate distances first - which cannot be done in any finite time. (This is 
essentially the famous “How can you ever get out of the room?” puzzle. After all, 
no matter how much closer you get to being out of the room, you still have half the 
remaining distance to go. And this happens infinitely many times, so you cannot, 
in any finite period of time, get out of the room.)  
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~450BC: By 450BC, people were really confused, and philosophical efforts shifted from trying to 

understand the behavior of nature to trying to define “correct” human behavior.  
 

Both the Socratics (followers of Socrates, 469BC-399BC) and the competing 
“Man is the Measure of All Things” Sophists pretty much ignored nature and 
devoted themselves to the study of human affairs such as winning arguments 
& defining “right behavior.” While this limited further advances in science, 
many feel that it did lead to Athens= great 460-428BC “age of democracy.”      
         

 

~430BC:   Perhaps influenced by the democratic tendency to find compromises in order to make 

progress, people began to think that the apparently insurmountable “change” or “no change” 

dichotomy was actually a false problem – and that maybe “some things don’t change while other 

things do.” Maybe “apparent change” actually hid some “underlying constancy.”  
 

Compromise #1 was championed by Empedocles (492-432BC) who believed that the 4 

“elements” of earth, air, fire and water participated in a “cosmic cycle of eternal change, 
growth and decay, in which the two forces of Love and Strife engage in an eternal battle for 
supremacy.” 

 
Compromise #2 was championed by Anaxagoras (492-432BC) who assumed that 4 

“qualities” (warmness, coldness, wetness, dryness) combined in differing amounts to 
produce different “things” and that changes reflect changes in the relative amounts of these 
qualities. Some feel that  
 
Greeks believed so strongly in these “4 element” 
theories that their 4 color painting reflected it 
(black = earth, red = air, white = fir, yellow = 
water). Locally available marbles also seemed to 
come in the same 4 colors: (spooky eh?) 

 
 
 
                  
 

Compromise #3 was championed by Democritus (460BC-?) who 
believed that apparent change could be explained by varying combinations of a variety of 

indestructible “atoms” moving in a "void":  
 

“Nothing that gratifies the senses is without a certain smoothness of its atoms; whatever 
is painful is characterized by a certain roughness. Slightly jutting ridges tickle the 
senses.” (re-phrased by Lucretius ~75BC)  
 

This is the origin of our modern atomic theory. It found little support at the time because 
nobody could answer the question of what would be between the atoms. Democritus wanted 
to say “nothing” but that would mean that “nothing” actually “existed” - i.e. that “nothing” was a 
“something” and that just seemed dumb. It still seems a bit absurd but doesn’t bother us… 
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~400-250BC: This is the time when theories of “apparent change” were merged with ideas of 

Socratic morality and correct behavior to create the natural philosophy that would rule Europe for the 
next ~2000 years.   
 

First, Plato introduced the idea that “real life” is just an imperfect 

version of a more “perfect” reality: “Perfect forms cast imperfect 
shadows in our observed world.” This made him believe that change in the 
real world could best be understood by studying properties of perfect 
things. For example, he represented materials by “perfect solids” - earth 
was a cube, air was an octahedron, fire was a tetrahedron. He thought that 
changes in materials could be understood by the mathematical properties 
of the right triangles that made up the corresponding perfect solids. 
(Modern science inherits this tradition when it acknowledges that the 
“real” world doesn’t behave exactly as sciences “ideal” models would 
like.)  

 
  

Eudoxes then applied Plato’s ideas to assert that the motions of the 
heavens could be explained by the movement of “perfect” spheres 
moving on other spheres which moved upon other spheres... 

 
 

Finally, (~350 BC) Aristotle fused the ideas of the qualitative pluralists, the 

Socratics and the Platonics by suggesting that nature could be explained if 

the pluralist qualities aspired (Socratically) to reach their perfect (morally 

just) final states. This theory was amazingly successful. Objects fell because 
their “perfect” place was “down lower.” Acorns sprouted because their “perfect” 
form was “an oak tree.” Wow! It seems to explain everything… 

 

250BC-500AD:   Unfortunately, the self-fulfilling success of the Aristotelian world-view 

meant that little progress was made in developing further theories of nature for the next 750 years.  
         

~250 BC, the Stoics preached apathy & resignation rather than understanding and the Epicureans 

sought happiness through eating, drinking & being merry.                     
 

By ~500AD Rome rose to power by 

concentrating on ruling people rather than 
on understanding nature. The Empire 
actually went so far as to condemn 
philosophy (~250AD) and to forbid its rulers 
from engaging in crafts (where they might 
have developed more theories of nature). 
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While most “official” Roman attention was directed at ruling people rather than at figuring out how 
nature behaved, “ruling” did allow for some engineering advances. One of Rome’s major advances 
was improving concrete (lime + gravel) by adding “Pozzolana” (a fine-grained volcanic sand) which 
made a tougher concrete which set underwater.  
 
Roman concrete led to 
 

-building sewers & more than 400km of 
aqueducts which supplied ~a cubic football 
field of potable water to Rome each day 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
-numerous water-powered grain mills  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
-roads, bridges, vaults & domes - many of which still 
stand today! 
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Other Roman accomplishments included:  
 

-isolating mercury (Hg) by heating blood-red cinnabar (HgS) 
(Unfortunately, this led to the belief that blood = mercury + sulfur 
and that illness reflected an imbalance in the two components 
which could be treated by administering one or the other…) 
 
-using mercury to mine gold and silver (The gold and silver 
dissolve in mercury while the rocks containing them do not. After pouring off the metals + 
mercury, the mercury could be boiled off, leaving the precious metals. This worked well, 
though the resulting high levels of mercury fumes made the average life expectancy of a 
worker in the mercury mines was only ~6 months!) 

 
-making ink made from lampblack and glue 

 
-developing sophisticated glass-working techniques including square bottles, window glass, 
the “Portland vase” (below left) and the “Lycergis cup” (below right). (The cup’s 75nm Ag/Au 
particles reflect green light and transmit red light!) 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
            

ACTIVITY 3.1 
Match each with the theory they popularized: 

Thales _____   a) the world is governed by numbers     
Anaximander ______  b) 4 elements participate in never-ending cycles 
Pythagoras _______  c) justice rules the comings & goings of things 
Heraclitus _______   d) change reflects the pluralist qualities aspiring Socratically 

                                                                       to reach perfect final states 
Parmenides ______  e) change reflects the movements of atoms 
Socrates ______   f) constancy is an illusion 
Empedocles ______   g) the study of moral behavior is more important than the 

                                                                        study of nature 
Anaxagoras ______   h) our world is an imperfect reflection of a more perfect one 
Democritus ______   i) water is the source of all things 
Plato _______   k) four qualities participate in never-ending cycles 
Eudoxes _______   l) the planets move on perfect spheres 
Aristotle _______   m) change is an illusion 
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3.3) Where did philosophy meet technology? Dalton had the benefit of over 1300 years of 

practical experience manipulating materials.  

 
Starting in ~500AD, Rome began to be replaced with new empires in the east and the west – along 
with new knowledge of how materials behave and new theories to explain such behavior 
 

~500-1000AD  

 
In the 400’s, Rome suffered a series of invasions by the 

German Visigoths and the last 
Roman Emperor was deposed in 
476. 

 
In 486 in Europe, Clovis 

united the Franks, Gauls and 
Visigoths into the Frankish 
kingdom and converted to 
Christianity.  
 
 
 
 
In 610, Mohammed had his 
vision, and in 622 he migrated 
from Mecca to Medina (the Hegira). By 638, the Arabs 
had captured Jerusalem and moved on to lay siege to 
Constantinople (670-677). By the 700s, they had 
expanded through Spain.  
 
 
 
 
  
In 732, the Franks under Charles Martel stopped the 
Arab’s advance into Europe at Tours, France (possibly 
due to their invention of the stirrup which made for a 
more effective cavalry). In 756 the Pope allied with the 
Franks to oust the Lombards and the Byzantines from 
Italy, forming the Papal states.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In return, for the Frank’s support, the Pope crowned 
Charlemagne Holy Roman Emperor in 800AD. This 
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started the “Carolingian” line which lasted over 200 years (to 1015). The Papal States lasted over 
1000 years (to 1870). 
 

To the east, the Arab empire generally showed tolerance to those they conquered - which led 
to the translation of many Greek texts into Arabic from ~750-900AD. This led to a blending of Greek 

philosophy with Egyptian practical arts that came to be known as “Alchemy.” Alchemy = al (the 
arabic “the”) + either “kemi” (the black land = Egypt) or “chyma” (Greek for melting & casting of 
metals).  

 
Alchemy attempted to use philosophical theories to explain the practical properties with which 

artisans were familiar. As with the ancient Greeks, alchemists believed that matter was inert, with 
properties such as wetness or coldness “impressed” upon it. This led them to believe that one could 
change the properties of matter - if only you knew how. You might “help” metals evolve toward gold - 
which might confer eternal life. Alchemy soon split into two branches. “Exoteric alchemy” concerned 
the search for the “philosopher’s stone” which would transmute base metals into gold and for the 
elixir of eternal life. “Esoteric alchemy” had more of a religious focus: the attempt to understand god 
and find salvation considered transformations of matter, individuals, etc. as analogous.  
  

It is difficult to decipher exactly what alchemists knew because, to keep their knowledge to 
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themselves, they used codes to refer to their materials and operations. For example, it’s hard to know 
what to make of the instruction “To make artificial pearls, mordant or roughen crystal in the urine of a 
young boy and powdered alum, then dip in quicksilver and woman’s milk.”  Does this really refer to 
making pearls or to cleansing one’s soul? And what materials do the ingredients really refer to?  
 
 Two of the greatest compilers of Alchemical techniques and theories were Jabir (720-803AD) 
and Rhazes (860-932AD) who documented many different “classes” of materials:  
 
I: four “spirits”  
[volatile substances] 

Quicksilver (Hg), Sal ammoniac (NH4Cl), Sulfur (S),  
Auripigments (6 types including As2S3 & As4S4) 

II. seven  “bodies” Gold, Silver, Copper, Tin, Iron, Lead, Chinese iron 

III. thirteen “stones” Marchasita = 4 types including fools’ gold (pyrite); Magnesia = 3 types of various substances 
Edaus= iron oxides; Thutia = zinc carbonate and oxide; Azur = lapis lazuli 
Dehenegi = malachite; Ferruzegi = turquoise; Emathita = hematite or bloodstone 
Kuhl = antimony sulfide and lead sulfide (galena); Funcu = arsenic oxide 
Talca = mica or layered gypsum; Gipsa = gypsum; CaSO4] 

IV. six “Atraments”  
 

Black atrament  = impure FeSO4 (= vitriol) 
Alum = KAl(SO4)2 & other metallic sulfates 
White atrament =  weathering product of copper/iron ores or alum 
Green atrament = iron and/or copper sulfate 
Yellow atrament = decomposition product of sulfur rich copper & iron ores 
Surianum or red atrament = ? 

V. six “Boraces” Na2B4O7, Na2CO3, K2CO3 + 3 other substances 

VI. eleven “Salts” “Common salt = NaCl; Bitter salt = ?, Salt of calx = slaked lime = Ca(OH)2]; Indian salt = ? 
Pure salt = NaCl? Sal gemma = rock-salt (NaCl) = Salt of naphta = NaCl + asphalt 
Salt effini =  ?;  Sal alkali = soda = Na2CO3; Salt of urine = NaNH4HPO4;  
Salt of cinder = potash = K2CO3 

 
Throughout their work, the alchemists attempted to merge the practical arts with philosophical 

theories. For example, the 7 “bodies” were associated with 7 (augmented) elements, the 7 key 
heavenly bodies, different positions, colors, tastes and the 7 days of the week:  

BODIES “ELEMENTS” HEAVENS POSITIONS COLORS TASTES DATES 
gold  sun  Apollo, sun       Sunday 
silver  moon  Diana, moon       Monday 
iron   earth   Mars  south  red  bitter  Tuesday 
mercury  water  Mercury  north  black  salty   Wednesday 
tin   fire  Jupiter  east   green  sour  Thursday 
copper  wood  Venus  west  white  astringent Friday 
lead  metal  Saturn  center  yellow  sweet  Saturday 

 
In case you think such associations are silly, you should know that there really are some 

amazing correspondences - such as between a planet’s orbital angular speeds and the thermal or 
electrical conductivities of the associated metal:  

 
Planet Mean orbital 

motion 
(deg/day) 

Relative  
orbital  
motion 

Metal  
associated  
with planet 

Relative  
Thermal 
Conductivity 

Relative  
Electrical 
Conductivity 

Mercury 1.4 100 Mercury 100 100 

Venus 1.2 86 Copper 94 95 

Sun 1.0 71 Gold 74 72 

Mars .5 36 Iron 20 17 

Jupiter .08 5.7 Tin 16 13 

Saturn .03 2.1 Lead 8 8 
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 In their searches for perfection, the alchemists also developed and documented numerous 
techniques such as:  

 
Calcination = heating to cause decomposition or removal of a volatile fraction (e.g. 
transforming “dark ash” into “light ash” or driving CO2 off of limestone to make lime).  
 
Smelting: combining charcoal with an ore to remove oxygen & leave a metal behind 

 
Cupellation (separating gold or silver from lead, etc.): First, an impure sample was melted and 
cooled to separate gold+silver+lead from other metals. Then the gold+silver+lead was heated 
in a bone ash or clay “cupel.” The lead turned to lead oxide (litharge) which was absorbed by 
the “cupel” and a button of pure gold and silver remained in the bottom of the cupel. The 
button was then placed in nitric acid to dissolve the silver, and leave pure gold.  

 
Distillation: = condensing the vapors released by something by 
cooling them. Typically, the material to be distilled was heated 
in a “retort” whose long neck was placed into a cooled vessel:  

 
 
 
 
Many texts associate the 12 techniques 
thought to achieve transformation of base 
materials into gold with the 12 signs of the 
zodiac: 
 
Some feel that this suggested that 
performing them in the order of the zodiac 
might lead to perfection….  

 
 
 
 

 
Not surprisingly, the alchemist’s most successful method of “turning something into gold” was 

to first (secretly) dissolve gold in something and to then throw in the “something” and then undissolve 
the gold. Viola! The “something” had apparently changed into gold! Your life was spared and you 
probably got to retire early… Of course the trick was to get the gold to dissolve in the first place…and 
for this, you needed “aqua regia” (“royal water”) – which is about the only liquid that will dissolve gold. 
 

“Aqua regia” was one of 
several corrosive materials which 
were discovered by the early 
alchemists from distilling 
distinctive minerals called “green 
& blue vitriol” – named from the 
Latin for “glass.”  
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“If you get such a deeply graduated and well prepared mineral, called Vitriol, put it into a retort, 
drive it gently at first, then increase the fire, there comes in the form of a white spirit of vitriol in 
the manner of a horrid fume, or wind, and cometh into the receiver as long as it hath any 
material in it. If you separate and free this expelled spirit well and purely per modum 
distillationis, from its earthy humidity, then in the bottom of the glass you will find the treasure, 
and fundamentals of all the Philosophers, and yet known to few, which is a red Oil, as 
ponderous in weight, as ever any Lead, or Gold may be, as thick as blood, of a burnt fiery 
quality.”  

 
Slight modifications of this process to include “saltpeter” (potassium nitrate = KNO3) could yield the 
even more corrosive nitric acid:  
 

“Take a pound of Cyprus vitriol, a pound and a half of saltpeter, and a quarter of a pound of 
alum. Submit the whole to distillation, in order to withdraw a liquor which has a high solvent 
action.”  

 
Finally, adding “sal ammoniac” (NH4Cl) produced the amazing “aqua regia.” 
 

“The dissolving power of the acid is greatly augmented if it be mixed with some sal ammoniac, 
for then it will dissolve gold, silver, and sulfur.” 

 
 We will have much more to say about such 
corrosive materials. They are so important that they 
have their own name: acids. Since they can be 
obtained from minerals, they are called “mineral acids” 
to distinguish them from weaker “acids” that can be 
obtained from organic materials (such as the vinegar 
that forms when wine goes bad or the tang in lemon or 
limes). Acids share many more properties which are 
summarized to the right:   
 
 
 Some other materials are able to reduce the 
corrosive nature of acids. The first of these to be 
discovered were the slippery substances left behind as 
residue after burning certain materials.  Potash 
(K2CO3), which was probably the first to be discovered, 
was produced from wood ashes.  Lime (CaO) was 
produced from burning seashells or land plants. Burning 
sea plants produced soda (Na2CO3). These materials 
were all known as bases – and also share other 
properties summarized to the right:  
 
 Finally, what’s formed when an acid was neutralized by a base was called a salt.   
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By ~800AD, texts like the Mappae Clavicula was published as a compilation of practical lab notes. 
 
 

~1000-1300AD:   

By ~1000AD, the Arab empire in North Africa had split into separate states. From 1090-1290, 
the Crusades further weakened the Arabian empire and in 1258, the Arabian Caliphs fell to 
Genghis Khan and the Mongols who ruled the Middle East until ~1500 (see map to the left 
below). The Mongol’s weakening of Arabia allowed Osman 1 to begin to establish the Ottoman 
Empire by expanding from western Turkey in 1281. The Turkish Sultan Mehemmed II took 
Constantinople in 1453 and by 1520, the Ottoman Empire stretched from eastern Europe 
through Turkey to the western middle east (see map to the right below). The Turks continued 
to rule those lands until being defeated with Germany in World War One - when modern 
Turkey was established in 1923.  
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3.4) How does one’s community influence one’s world view?  
 
Some believe that recurring successful invasions of Europe led to some consolidation of Europe’s 
world views in an attempt to present a more united opposition. At the risk of making too grand of 

generalizations: Southern Europe came to believe that human control of nature was largely 

impossible: what would be would be & desired changes were best made by appeal to "God." 

Northern Europe (perhaps due to its harsher environment?) believed that anything was 

possible- if you could just figure out how to do it.  And Dalton had the benefit of living in the more 

practically-oriented northern part of Europe 
 

 
 

NORTH & WEST  

(Britain, France, Germany = harsh life, practical focus) 

 
SOUTH & EAST (Spain, Italy)  

(easier life, more theoretical focus) 

 
1000 
AD 

 
•Monastic schools under Cluny’s 

rule encourage curiosity.  

•The horse collar  2x tillage &  

pull from 0.25 to 1.5 tons  

•Cistercian Abbeys perfect systems 

for water distribution and expand the 
use of water power (e.g. bellows & 
hammers).  

•Looms and crossbows appear  

 
• Pope Alexander II blesses the Iberian 

Christians fighting Muslims 
 
 

 
1100 
AD 

 
•Thophilus compiles clear descriptions of German pigments, glass-

making and metallurgy.  

•Alcohol is isolated.  

•Windows become common in British homes.  

•Inventions include the compass, glass mirrors & windmills 

 
•The Crusades (1095, 1147, 1187, 1202, 

1217, 1228, 1270, 1271) focus attention on 
religious issues and lead to the translation of 
ancient texts:  Aquinus ~ Aristotle + 
Christianity 

• Unrealistic interest in nature is (St Francis)  

 
1200 
AD 

 
•God can be expressed in material, technological 

beauty - such as cathedrals and stained glass. 
(Chartres) 

•The Universities of Oxford and Paris arise 

outside of the church;  

•The Magna Carta guarantees rights in THIS 

world 

 
•The Inquisition asserts the church’s power 

in this world 

•Natural philosophy suffers as Aristotle was 

condemned by the church and replaced him 
by Ockham (God has no need for cause & 
effect)  

 
1250 
AD 

 
•Bartholomaes Anglicus publishes a widely circulated encyclopedia  

•Albertus Magnus publishes 21 books on theology & science  

•Inventions include gunpowder, paper, clocks 

•Spinning wheels  free time & eyeglasses  productive lifetimes 

 
 

 
1300 
AD 

 
•Worldly affairs are emphasized as Britain is unified and the French age 

of Chivalry arrives.  
•The horizontal loom significantly increases cloth production.  

•Firearms arrive  

•1337 Giotto stresses man>nature 
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1350-1450AD = THE MIXING OF EUROPEAN WORLD VIEWS  

 
 The end of the 14

th
 century was a time of interactions 

between the northern and southern parts of Europe, with 
exchanges of their world views.  
 
 From 1337-1453, northern Europe was largely 
preoccupied by a series of conflicts between France and 

Britain that are generally lumped together as the “100 years 

war.” Tensions between France and England existed over 
several issues: 

 
 -England and France both laid claim to the Duchy 
  of Guienne (= Aquitaine) on the continent (see map) 
 

-England also attempted to control the commercially 
important Flanders, a French possession; 

 
-England and France disputed fishing rights in the 
English Channel. 

 
1) 1337-1360 The “Edwardian” War:   
 

War finally began when England’s Edward III (1327-1377) assumed the 
title of King of France and invaded France. The English won several 
crucial battles and captured the king of France. In exchange for returning 
the king, France gave England Calais, Aquitaine, and a large ransom - but 
England gave up its claim to the French crown.  

  
In the middle of this war, from 1347-50 A.D., the Black Death swept north 
from the Mediterranean, killing as much as three quarters of the 
population of Europe in less than 20 years! (Talk about something that must have caused a 
major rethinking about existence!) 
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2) 1369-1389 The “Caroline” War:  
 

After ~10 years, the French nobles in Aquitaine rebelled over the oppressive tax policies of 
England’s Edward (the “Black Prince,” son of Edward III) and Charles V of France finally 
declared war on England and reclaimed considerable lands. The conflict continued until 
Charles VI made peace with Richard II.  

 
In the midst of this, (1387), Chaucer wrote his classic 
"Canterbury Tales" – in which a group of traveling pilgrims tell 
stories vividly documenting medieval attitudes toward love, 
marriage, and religion. 

 
 
3) 1415-1429 The Lancastrian War:  
 

After a break of ~25 years, Henry V of England invaded Normandy with 5000 archers and 900 
soldiers and defeated ~25,000 of France's best knights at Agincourt. He then allied himself 
with Burgundy and went on to subdue Normandy. In the 1420 Treaty of Troyes: Charles VI of 
France was forced to recognize Henry as heir to the throne of France, disinheriting his own 
son.  

 
By 1429 the English and their Burgundian allies controlled practically all of France north of the 

Loire and had the city of Orléans under siege. But the tide turned that year when Joan of Arc 
lifted the siege of Orléans and saw Charles’ son crowned as Charles VII at Rheims. Her 
capture and execution failed to end a string of French victories. In 1435 Charles re-allied with 
Burgundy, and by 1450 France had retaken Normandy. By 1451 all of Guienne except 
Bordeaux was in French hands. Bordeaux fell in 1453, leaving the English only Calais (which 
they retained until 1558).  

 
Domestic difficulties (e.g., the Wars of The Roses), kept England from making any further 
attempts to conquer France. The virtual destruction of France’s feudal nobility allowed its kings 
to unite the country more solidly under the royal authority and to ally themselves with the newly 
rising middle class. Meanwhile, England ceased thinking of itself as a continental power - and 
began to develop more as a sea power. 
 

 As Britain and France were fighting up north, Europe’s 
south was embroiled in a battle between the Popes who 
represented the church and more secular rulers who wished to 
hold the title of pope. This tension culminated when, shortly after 
being elected pope, Urban VI alienated the church causing the 
cardinals, in 1378, to declare his election null and to elect 
Robert of Geneva as “Antipope” Clement VII. Clement set up 
court in Avignon (France), while Urban continued to reign at 
Rome. They and their successors formed two lines of popes 
until the schism was ended by the Council of Constance 
(1414-18) that accepted the resignation of the Roman line's 
Gregory XII, deposed the Avignon line's Benedict and John, and 
elected Martin V as pope. 
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1400-1500: More and more people (in the north) start to look at nature  

as it is rather than as someone tells them it should be 

 
 
 

NORTH: less OK with Rome 
 

SOUTH more OK with Rome 
 
1415 Tres Riches Heures: nature & real 
portraiture more important than ideal 
people 

 
1428 Brunelleschi introduces scale & 
perspective with Florentine $ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
1425 
Masaccio: 
clothed 
nudes 
seem 
more 
important 
than 
nature 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1431 Donatello David: 
body>face, spirit > mind  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1480 Botticelli lack of realism, neoplatonic (classical 
images in Christian terms) 
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1434 Van Eyck’s realism 

 
 
1455 Gutenberg: Bibles but also… 
 
1498 Durer: introspection & images of 
people & nature 

 
 
1510 Luther & Calvin suggest alternatives 
to church doctrine 
 

1503: Michaelangelo’s David  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1510 Raphael merges lyricism & drama 
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1500-1600: Alternative speculations about reality begin to develop 

 

NORTH: not OK with Rome 
 

SOUTH OK with Rome 
 
1525 Paracelsus: stresses learning by  
observation and replaces traditional medical 
texts with practical apothecaries; develops 
Hg/S/salt trinity theory 

 
 
Erasmus & Montaigne exhibit 
“intellectual detachment” 
 
1525 Holbein practices 
realistic portraiture (Henry 
VII)  

 
 
1540 Biringuccio's Pyrotechnica summarizes 
metalworking methods 

 
 

1543 Copernicus’ 
perspective destroys 
Aristotelian natural place 
 

 
1558 Agricola's metallurgy is published 
 
 
 

1560: Bacon emphasizes observation 
and experiment over faith 
 
 
1575 Britain stable under Elizabeth; 
Shakespeare 
 
 
1600 Bruno burned for suggesting an infinite 
universe & the idea that the perfect or 
immutable (heavens) = dead while 
change=life 

 
1505 Leonardo lyricism & 
drama 

 
1534 Michaelangelo=s Last 
judgment: pessimism 

 
1592 Tintoretto inner vision 
replaces observation of nature 
& classics 
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3.5) How is math, a product of our mind, related to our world?  Dalton lived after nature was 

“mathematized” in the 1600’s 

 

1600-1700 The “mathematization” of the world 
 
1600 In one of ~300 
German states, Kepler 

sees that the heavens 

obey mathematical laws 
 
 
 

 

1620's The northern 
renaissance occurs ~100 
yrs after the south's. Here, 
it stressed the poor & 
everyday experience (e.g., 
Rembrandt)  

 

 
1632 Galileo’s telescopes showed that the heavens were not perfect; and 
that planets had moons; asked “how” things moved rather than “why” his 
experiment showed earthly motions obey math (d= ½gt

2
) : inertia vs impetus 

(1632)  
 
 
 
 
1640 Descartes: 

space obeys math 
(x-y coordinate 
systems) 

 

1642: Toricelli=s 
barometer in 

Germany: “nothing” 

(vacuum) is a 

“something” (so 
atoms could exist in it)  

1660: Boyle: matter 

obeys math  (for a 
gas, PV = constant); 
observation should 
identify elements 

1669 Huyghens; 

energy obeys math 
(mv and ½mv

2
 are 

conserved in elastic 
collisions) 

 
1690: Newton: all motion obeys the same math:  

•Mass  measures amount of matter 

•Both heavenly motions and earthly motions obey the same math (gravity);  

•Boyles law (PV = constant) reflects a F  1/r repulsion between particles 

•Substances combine by forces not shapes 
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3.6) How has art impacted science? Dalton lived in a revolutionary, speculative age 
 

1700-1800 = a spurt of intellectual activity in northern Europe  
Previously unseen “classes” replace individuals as determinants of events. 

 
 
French Rococo art  expresses 

freedom & exuberance 

 
1700-1750  War of Spanish 
Succession establishes Prussian 
power & acceptance of Stahl’s 
“phlogiston” theory is accepted:  
 Matter = salt (inertness) + mercury 

(liquidity) + phlogiston (flammability) 

 When materials burn they give off 
phlogiston which is attracted to the air  

 Many things (metals) gain weight as they 
burn, because phlogiston has negative 
mass. Things burn well in “oxygen” because 
it is “dephlogisticated” air and so it attracts 
phlogiston more strongly than does normal 
air. 

 
1712 In Britain, Newcomen develops the steam engine 

and shows that heat ~ work. 
 
1740 Hume’s Inquiry into Human Understanding argues 

that events need not have causes: 
 
“It is not reason which is the guide of life, but custom. 
That the sun will not rise to-morrow is no less intelligible a 
proposition, and implies no more contradiction, than the 
affirmation, that it will rise.”  

 
1750 Italian art still has lots of 
apparitions of the virgin (e.g. 
TIEPOLO)  

 
The "engine-ers" investigate how gases behave in steam 

engines find that “air” isn’t always “air”:  
1755 Black discovers carbon dioxide   

1766 Cavendish discovers hydrogen   

1772 Rutherford discovers nitrogen 

1773 Priestley discovers oxygen & invents soda water   

Romantic-Neoclassical Art arises in rebellion against 
more controlled styles and in search for emotional, anti-
rational experiences: Stubbs stressed the physical  
(~1770) and Fuseli the mental (~1785) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Anti-rationalism is strengthened by the poetry of   
     Blake (vision > reality),  
     Coleridge (respect of ALL life) &  
     Wordsworth (man as the Child of Nature)  
 

 
1780: David: St. Roch and the Virgin 
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Germany expresses its national pride through creative 
music (Bach & Mozart) and, in response to Hume, Kant 
(1781) argues for the importance of mind over matter.  
 
French intellectuals are occupied by reactions to Louis 
XIV as typified by Diderot's'  1751 "Natural Laws of 
Community" and Rousseau's 1762 "Social Contract" and 
his writings on the "innocence of nature." French art 
became more austere, rebelling against Rococo’s 
previous exuberance (e.g., David in in France 1785)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
It was at this time that Coulomb develops his laws of 
electrical attraction. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

ACTIVITY 3.2 
 

Match each event to its approximate time period: 
 500BC-250BC ______  a) Arabian empire 
 250BC-475AD ______  b) mathematization of nature 
 600-1000AD ______   c) rise of artistic realism 
 ~1200AD ______    d) philosophical speculation 
 ~1350AD ______    e) Roman empire 
 ~1400AD ______   f) classical Greece 
 ~1600-1700 ______   g) black death 
 ~1700-1800  ______  h) age of cathedrals 
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3.7) Is anything constant amidst all the change that is the world? Dalton lived after Lavoisier 

who invented the modern idea of “elements” 

 

1789:  In 1789, Lavoisier used Newton's idea that “mass = matter” 

to say that a) mass was conserved in chemical reactions & b) 
that there was no such thing as phlogiston. He showed that the 
increase in weight when tin was heated resulted from reaction with 
air - not from the loss of phlogiston or the gain of "heat particles."  
Though Lavoisier did not believe in atoms, before losing his head to 
the guillotine of the French revolution, he did develop our modern 
idea of “elements: 
 

"Thus I will be content to say that if by the name of elements we 
mean to designate the simple, indivisible molecules that make up 
substances, it is probable that we do not know what they are. But 

if, on the contrary, we associate with the name of elements, or 

of the principles of substances, the idea of the furthest stage 

to which analysis can reach, all substances that we have so 

far found no means to decompose are elements for us; not that 
we can be certain that these substances that we regard as simple are not themselves composed of two 
or even of a greater number of principles, but because these principles never separate, or more 
precisely that we have no means to separate them, they behave with respect to us like simple 
substances, and we must not suppose them to be compound until the moment when experiment and 
observation furnishes us the proof." 

 

 Lavoisier was building on peoples’ long efforts at separating materials to see ‘what they were 

made from.’ There are 3 different senses in which a material can be separated into 

“components.” I like to call these “sectioning,” “purifying” and “decomposing:” 
 
 For example, suppose you have a glass of seawater...  
 
 Sectioning: To separate your seawater in this 1

st
 sense, just pour a bit of it into another glass. 

In some sense, you have “separated your seawater into two components.” But this isn’t very 
interesting. If you measure any intensive properties of your two “components,” they will be identical. 
So this doesn’t really count as “separating into components” - it’s more like “sectioning” the seawater.  
 
 Purifying: To separate your seawater in this 2

nd
 sense, boil it and condense its vapor. This will 

separate the seawater into two materials with different intensive properties. The properties of one will 
be identical to those of the stuff that we call “water” and the properties of the other will be identical to 
the material that we call “salt.” You can then show that these two materials can be recombined in 

continuously varying proportions to produce sea-waters of varying saltiness. This means that 
your original seawater was a “mixture” and that your separation was a “purification” - the separation 
of already-existing materials.  
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Decomposing: To separate your seawater in my 3
rd

 sense, run electricity through it. If done 
correctly, you will produce hydrogen gas, oxygen gas, chlorine gas and metallic sodium. But, unlike 

the salt + water above, these components cannot be recombined in any old proportions you feel like. 
The hydrogen and oxygen always combine in a ratio of 8g oxygen per 1g hydrogen to make water 
and the sodium and chlorine combine in a ratio of 23g sodium per 35.45g chlorine to make salt. (If 
you try to combine 9g of oxygen with 1g of hydrogen, the 1 g of hydrogen combines with only 8g of 
the oxygen to give you 9g of water - and you’re left with 1 leftover gram of oxygen.) This pickiness 
about recombining ratios tells you that the water and salt are “compounds” and that running 
electricity through the saltwater caused a “decomposition” (rather than a purification).  “Decomposing” 
usually implies that you have done more than just separate - that you’ve broken down some 
materials to form new things which were not there originally. 
                  
        To recap:  
 

TO PURIFY = TO SEPARATE INTO MATERIALS WITH DIFFERENT QUANTITATIVE, 

INTENSIVE PROPERTIES (WHILE KEEPING TOTAL MASS AND ENVIRONMENTAL 

CONDITIONS CONSTANT) AND WHICH CAN BE RECOMBINED IN VARYING 

PROPORTIONS.   

            

TO DECOMPOSE = TO SEPARATE INTO MATERIALS WITH DIFFERENT QUANTITATIVE, 

INTENSIVE PROPERTIES (WHILE KEEPING TOTAL MASS AND ENVIRONMENTAL 

CONDITIONS CONSTANT) AND WHICH CAN BE RECOMBINED IN ONLY CERTAIN 

PROPORTIONS.   
 
There are many ways to try to purify or decompose things: 
 
A) Heating:  
 

Sometimes, heating will separate a material. 
 
For example, we’ve already seen that 
heating the blood red mineral cinnabar (in 
the absence of air) yields the yellow solid 
sulfur and the liquid metal mercury: 
 
 
If you try to recombine the sulfur and mercury, you’ll find that each 200.6 grams of mercury 
requires 32g of sulfur. If you use less than 32g of sulfur, you have some leftover mercury. If you 
use more than 32g of sulfur, you’ll have some leftover sulfur. This separation is the 
decomposition of a compound. 

 
 

Oftentimes, heating a sample 
produces vapors which are "richer" in 
some material (say “A”) than others 
(“B”). If this vapor is condensed and 
then re-vaporized many times, it 
usually gets richer and richer in the 
more volatile component and, after a 
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large enough number of vaporizations & condensations, the vapor is essentially pure “A”.  
 

 Originally, such “distillations” were carried out in long-necked “alembics” where the vapors 
were condensed by the cool room air surrounding the long neck. Today, vapors are condensed 
by passing through a tube (a “condenser”) around which cold water flows: 

 
 

Sometimes, distillations produce products which only recombine in fixed proportions – in which 
cases, they are decompositions. In other cases, the separated components combine in continuous 
proportions, so the distillation was a purification.  

 
Over the years, distillation has proven quite useful:  

 
         Distilling fermented stuff  high % alcohol “spirits”  
 

Stock Agave Almond Apple Barley Grapes Corn Potato Molasses 

Product Tequila Amaretto Applejack Whiskey Brandy Bourbon Vodka Rum 

   
    Distilling rocks the earliest acids (sulfuric, nitric, etc) 
  green vitriol (ferrous sulphate)  sulphuric acid  
  green vitriol + saltpeter + alum  nitric acid 
  

     Distilling crude oil refined gasoline, kerosene, etc. 
                  

“Natural” distillation has also made the news lately as the process by 
which several slightly volatile pollutants (e.g. pesticides) have ended 
up at the earth’s poles. These compounds vaporize in the warmth of 
the tropics and then condense at the cold temperatures of the polar 
regions.  

 
Usually, the components isolated by such distillation can be 
recombined in varying proportions to create a number of materials 
similar to the original material: distillation is usually a purification of a mixture (though it may 
sometimes also cause the decomposition of one or more compounds.)  
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 When distilling, one does need to beware of "azeotropes" which are mixtures whose vapors 
have the same composition as they do. For example, a mixture of 95.6% grain alcohol (= drinking 
alcohol = ethanol) and water boils at 78.2

o
C and produces a vapor with exactly the same 

composition. Such azeotropic mixtures cannot be further purified by distillation. 
 
B) Purification by cooling: 
 
 Many mixtures can be purified by first melting them, and then slowly “re-
crystallizing” them. This works because pure materials usually crystallize at 
higher temperatures than do impure materials. A natural example of re-
crystallization is when salt water freezes to produce fresh water ice. Organic 
chemists often purify impure synthetic products by adding just enough warm 
solvent to dissolve everything & then cooling the solution off, so their desired 
material solidifies, while impurities are left in solution. Another re-crystallization 
method is "zone refining:" one fills a column with some impure material, and 
then slowly lowers a heater around it. The heater melts a small region and then, 
as the heater is lowered beneath the melted area, pure material solidifies above it, leaving the 
impurities in the melted area. This method is used to purify silica for computer chips. 
  
 
 
C) Purification by selective dissolving  
 

Some mixtures can be purified by mixing them with some "solvent" which selectively dissolves 
some components but not others. This is the 
principle in both "extraction" and in various types 
of "chromatography."  
 

In extraction, a sample is mixed with 
one or a series of solvents, each of which 
hopefully dissolves some different component 
of the sample. The solvent is then separated 
from the sample and evaporated, leaving 
behind whatever components had dissolved in 
it. This method is commonly used to purify 
pigments from plants, pesticides from tissues, 
carrageenan from seaweed, and so on… 

 

In chromatography, a liquid or gaseous 
sample is carried over a solid or liquid "adsorbent" 
by a liquid or gaseous "carrier." The components 
of the mixture which are most attracted to the 
adsorbent (and least to the carrier) take the 
longest to travel across it. Components which are 
least attracted to the adsorbent (and most 
attracted to the carrier) traverse it quickest.  
 
 Most commonly, the carrier is a liquid, 
which passes over either filter paper, a glass or 
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plastic surface covered with finely divided silicon or 
aluminum oxide, or small particles covered with various 
liquid coatings. These 4 types are known as paper, thin-
layer, and high performance liquid chromatography. 
 

In paper chromatography (left, below), mixtures are 
applied as small dots on a piece of paper, a bit up from one 
edge.  The paper is then stood in some solvent is (so the 
solvent surface is below the dots). As the solvent is drawn up 
the paper by capillary action, sample components move 
upward depending on much they are attracted to the solvent 
compared to how much they are attracted to the paper. Thin 
layer chromatography (TLC) is very similar to paper 
chromatography, except the sample is spotted on (and the 
solvent climbs) a glass or thin plastic plate coated with any of 
a variety of fine powders (usually alumina or silica): see below 

right.  TLC can often achieve better separation than 
paper chromatography. You can also buy plates 
containing a fluorescent material which glows when 
illuminated with UV light. Non-colored compounds block 
the fluorescence, allowing them to be seen.  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Gas chromatography (GC, below) is a higher-tech chromatographic method in which a sample is 

vaporized and then carried through what can be a very long (50m) tube packed with any of a variety of 
absorbing materials (often some sort of greasy coating on tiny inert particles) to any of a variety of 
detectors at the far end. 
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With a long enough tube and a slow 
enough flow rate, GC can separate mixtures into 
100's of components (such as the GC of 1.5 mg. 
coffee beans heated to 250 deg. C for 6 minutes 
shown on the next page). GC does not identify 
each component - that must be done by matching 
observed peaks with peaks of possible known 
compounds or by subjecting each peak into some 
other sort of analysis.   
 
 
 
 
 

Many samples containing large molecules cannot be analyzed by GC because they decompose 
before they vaporize. In this case, “high performance liquid chromatography” (HPLC) may be used. HPLC 
instruments are relatively expensive because high pressures must be used to push the liquid solvent 
through the column so strong (i.e., expensive) columns must be used.  
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Over the years, chemists have gotten very good at purifying things.  
      
 For example, over 900 substances have been identified in the odor of roasted coffee, 
including:  
  
                 acetaldehyde                     hydrogen sulfide  acetic acid                       
  hydroquinone  acetone           isovaleric acids 
  acetyl methyl carbinol      methyl alcohol  acetyl propionyl  
  methyl amine   ammonia           methyl ethyl acetaldehyde 
  creosol            methyl ethyl acetic acid diacetyl          
  methyl mercaptan  diethyl ketone    heptacosane 
  dimethyl sulfide  N-methyl pyrrole  2,3, dioxyacetophenone           
  p-vinyl guaiacol  ethyl alcohol     phenol 
  eugenol           pyrazine   formic acid       
  pyridine   furfural           pyrrole 
  furfuryl acetate  resorcinol   furfuryl alcohol  
  sylvestrine   furfuryl mercaptan              trimethylamine 
  guaiacol           vanillone 
     
  (This complexity is why you never see 'synthetic' coffee flavor for sale.)  
 

Chemists have also gotten very good at putting pieces together to make materials with desired 
properties. For example, can you guess what you get if you mix the following?                    
                 sugar                                    hydrogenated vegetable oils            
  butylated hydroxy anisole (BHA)        propylene glycol monostearate          
  lactose                   sodium caseinate        
  whey solids               Sodium silicoaluminate                  
  hydroxylated lecithin    artificial flavor 
  artificial color 
To see the product of all these, replace each of the following letters with the one that comes before it 
in the alphabet: ESFBN XIJQ! 

 

3.8) What happens when you try to purify materials? Hundreds of years of purifying and 

decomposing materials have led to the conclusion that such efforts produce 1 of 3 results: 
                  

RESULT OF TRYING TO SEPARATE INTERPRETATION 

it can't be done you have one of 104 ELEMENTS 

the parts recombine only in definite 
proportions 

you have decomposed one of about 

6,000,000 known COMPOUNDS (about 
45000 in commerce) 

the parts recombine in a wide range of 
ratios 

you have purified one of un-countably 

many known MIXTURES 

 
 While most of the world's materials are mixtures, we'll follow chemistry's reductionist 
perspective and start by exploring the behavior of elements - assuming that the properties of the 
world's more complicated forms can be explained in terms of the elements of which they are 
composed. 
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 Lavoisier even proposed the first modern list of elements:  
 
 

light   sulfur   antimony  iron  phosphorus  nickel 
heat  carbon  gold      manganese mercury   silicon  
barite  arsenic   bismuth     cobalt      tungsten  oxygen 
epsom salts  aluminum    silver   zinc      lead       platinum  
chalk     nitrogen   molybdenum  hydrogen 

                           
While the ones in italics are not today considered elements, he did do pretty well: 
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Today, there are about 104 known elements. (This 'about' mostly reflects controversies over how 
many milliseconds two atoms have to stay fused together to count as being a new atom.) If you want 
to learn them all, you can practice word-finds (see upcoming pages) or Tom Lehr’s song:  
 

(http://www.privatehand.com/flash/elements.html) 
 

There's antimony, arsenic, aluminum, selenium,  
And hydrogen and oxygen and nitrogen and rhenium  
And nickel, neodymium, neptunium, germanium,  
And iron, americium, ruthenium, uranium, 
 
Europium, zirconium, lutetium, vanadium  
And lanthanum and osmium and astatine and radium  
And gold, protactinium and indium and gallium (inhale)  
And iodine and thorium and thulium and thallium.  

  
 There's yttrium, ytterbium, actinium, rubidium  

And boron, gadolinium, niobium, iridium  
And strontium and silicon and silver and samarium,  
And bismuth, bromine, lithium, beryllium and barium. 

 
 

There's holmium and helium and hafnium and erbium  
And phosphorous and francium and fluorine and terbium  
And manganese and mercury, molybdinum, magnesium,  
Dysprosium and scandium and cerium and cesium  
 
And lead, praseodymium, platinum, plutonium,  
Paladium, promethium, potassium, polonium,  
Tantalum, technetium, titanium, tellurium, (inhale)  
And cadmium and calcium and chromium and curium.  
 
There's sulfur, californium and fermium, berkelium  
And also mendelevium, einsteinium and nobelium  
And argon, krypton, neon, radon, xenon, zinc and rhodium  
And chlorine, cobalt, carbon, copper,  
Tungsten, tin and sodium.

 

http://www.privatehand.com/flash/elements.html
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If you want to practice learning their names, try this word-find: 
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The elements are most commonly identified by their 1 or 2 letter abbreviations and are displayed on the "periodic table:" 

 
While most of the elements are too obscure to worry too much about, you should at least know: 
H=hydrogen, He=helium, C=carbon, N=nitrogen, O=oxygen, F=fluorine, Na=sodium, Mg=magnesium, Al=aluminum 
Si=silicon P=phosphorus, S=sulfur, Cl=chlorine, K=potassium, Ca=calcium, Fe=iron, Cu=copper, Zn=zinc, As=arsenic 
Br=bromine, Ag=silver, Cd=cadmium, Sn=tin, I=iodine, W=tungsten, Au=gold, Hg=mercury, Pb=lead 
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Here follow some factoids about the various elements (bold things are more important than non-bold) 

1A ALKALI METALS  
crust  
ppm 

factoids: all alkali metals are very reactive (they all tend to lose 1 e- to form +1 ions) & so are not found as pure elements they 
must be stored under something like mineral oil to keep from air & water (though Li is less dense than oil - bummer) 

H hydrogen 1400 
9th 

 

the most abundant element in universe ~75% of all matter; fusion of H’s to heavier elements = energy source in stars 

explosively reacts with O2 -> H2O (since it contains no C, it burns with an ~colorless flame; Hindenburg) 

can be made by running electricity through water  

much is used in producing gasoline & ammonia (NH3) fertilizer (N2 + 3H2 = 2NH3) 

Li lithium 50 
33

rd
  

despite probably forming in big bang, is cosmically relatively rare = a problem for astrophysicists 
very low density (~0.5g/cm

3
 ~ ½ as dense as water)!  

low mass  many atoms per gram   highest specific heat of any solid element 
molten Li is used as heat transfer medium in nuclear reactors  

very difficult to extinguish when burning (is the only metal that reacts with N2 at room temperature (Li3N)) 
alloyed with Al for airplanes 
light weight & reactivity  Li computer batteries 
high melting soaps in lubricating greases 
essential in goats & maybe rats; medicine for bipolar disorder (works by unknown mechanism - but at close to toxic dose)  
gives bright red flame test 

Na 
 

sodium 26300 
6

th
 

emits bright yellow (589nm) light in flame = dominant in starlight 
spontaneously reacts with H2O  H2 + Na

+
 + OH

-
 + heat which ignites the H2 = fire  

almost all Na compounds are water soluble 

main + ion outside cells in animals; too much  too much water in blood = high blood pressure 
Na

+
 isn’t needed in plants, so plants = a low sodium diet (why herbivores need salt licks) 

NaCl = sodium chloride = table salt; required for making HCl stomach acid, nerve conduction; preserves foods by dehydrating 

NaOH = sodium hydroxide = caustic soda = #5 inorganic = lye (drain cleaner) -> hard soaps 

Na2CO3 = sodium carbonate = soda ash (major ingredient in glass) 

NaHCO3 = sodium bicarbonate = baking soda (with acid,  CO2 leavening)  

K 
 

potassium 26300 
7

th
  

major + ion inside animal cells: K
+
 is needed by plants, so K

+
  is one key element in fertilizers 

K
+
 is the cation in soft soaps & strengthens glass 

emits violet in flame 

KNO3 = potassium nitrate = saltpeter  gunpowder (with S + C) 

K2CO3 = potassium carbonate = potash  glass 
KO2 = potassium peroxide = source of O2 in portable respirators 
KNaC4H4O6 = potassium sodium tartrate (1.5% in baking powder =source of acid for non-acidic foods)) 

Rb rubidium 91 used in atomic clocks & purple fireworks 

Cs cesium 3 melts at ~room temperature (28C); emits blue light 
used in definition of the “second,” atomic clocks, high density drilling mud, photocells;  
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GROUP 2A = 

Alkaline Earths 

crust  
ppm 

Factoids 

Be beryllium 3 lightweight & high thermal conductivity & highest melting point of light metals (1287C)  aircraft brakes 
transmits x-rays (x-ray machine windows);  
small nucleus  low neutron capture  nuclear reactors & weapons 

very toxic to inhale (carcinogenic) 
adding up to 2.5% hardens copper 
found in beryl (Al2Be3Si6O18 = aquamarine & emerald) 

Mg 
 

magnesium 20000 

 8th  

6th most abundant in crust;  
most common of very low density (1.74g/cm3 = 65% that of aluminum) relatively unreactive metals;  
3rd most used structural metal after Fe & Al- used in lightweight “mag” car wheels;  
Mg + Al = beverage cans “magnalium” 

burns intensely in air, nitrogen or CO2 ( flares, flash bulbs); emits UV light  can cause “sun-blindness” 

found in chlorophyll and is essential for ATP reactions 
reacts in air to form protective MgO coating (which also = kiln “firebrick,” mp = 2800C);  

~insoluble Mg(OH)2 = “milk of magnesia” 
MgCO3 = climbers chalk 

MgSO4 = Epsom salts (so soluble can reach high [ ] (91g/100g @40C) to draw water from swollen places) 
MgO or Mg gluconate help some with restless leg syndrome 

Ca 
 

calcium 37150 

 5th  

5th most abundant in crust; 
CaO - calcium oxide = lime (whitewash) picks up CO2  calcium carbonate CaCO3 (shells, limestone, marble)  
CaSO4 = calcium sulfate = gypsum (chalk, plaster, sheetrock): spontaneously picks up H2O & releases it w heat  
Ca3(PO4)2 ~ bones; need 1-2g/day 
CaC2 = calcium carbide  acetylene when wet (miner’s lamps) 
Ca(OCl)2 = calcium hypochlorite = disinfecting bleach  

Sr strontium 370 radioactive forms taken up into bone like Ca 
often  red color in fireworks 

Ba barium 500 compounds give green fireworks;  
high density X-ray absorbing insoluble sulfate used for GI xrays (“barium enemas”) 

Ra radium .000 
0008 

radioactive (t½ = 1602yrs , old glow-in-the-dark watch dial paint 
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Transition Metals crust  Factoids 

Ti titanium 
rutile = TiO2 
Australia New 
Zealand 
Canada Norway 

6300 

10
th

  

greatest strength (ability to resist applied force)/weight ratio of any metal (as strong as steel but 45% lighter)  hard to work 
with  expensive (& requires expensive Mg +TiCl4 to produce) 
corrosion resistant & forms protective oxide if does oxidize (used in saltwater aquaria, desalination plants) 
nontoxic  artificial joints. dental implants 

95%  TiO2 = titanium dioxide (high refractive index major white pigment in paper, paint, plastics, toothpaste) 

V vanadium 
Scan. goddess 
of love Vanadis 

120 80%  toughest (absorbs most energy before rupturing) known steel alloys (surgical stainless, axles, springs) 
low neutron absorption  reactor construction 
essential element for sea cucumbers, rats, chickens & some nitrogen-fixing microorganisms 

Cr chromium 

(chroma = 

color) 

(FeOCr2O3 = 

chromite S 

Africa, Kazak.) 

102 hard (resist shape change), high-melting metal that takes a high polish (which is protected by a thin oxide coating) 
adds corrosion resistance to stainless steels, gives color to gems (e.g. emerald & ruby),  
preserves leather (chrome tanning) & wood (CCA = chromated copper arsenate) 
all compounds are colored, many  allergic reactions (wallents, belts, shoes)  Cr2O3 = chromium (III) oxide=chrome green 
PbCrO4 = lead chromate = yellow pigment (highway lines) 
low pH + orgs  low mobility, low toxicity Cr(III)  required in trace amounts for glucose metabolism;  
high pH + O2  more toxic Cr(VI, CrO4

-2
 ~PO4

-3
)  (Erin Brockovich)  

Mn manganese 
(MnO2 ) 

950 hard & brittle metal; hardens Al & Mg; 90% of Mn  steel production (cheap stainless & armor plate) 
trace amounts required as enzyme cofactors 

KMnO4 = potassium permanganate = strong oxidizer 
MnO2 = manganese dioxide (dry cells & alkaline batteries) 

Fe 
 

iron 

(Fe2O3 = 

hematite) 
 

5012
0 
4th  

35% of the total earth; trace amounts required by most life forms (e.g. heme group);  
high levels in children’s vitamins = major cause of childhood poisoning 
often ties up phosphate in fresh water sediments, limiting algal growth; oxidation  acid mine drainage 
often limits marine phytoplankton growth (high erosion in hot periods  fertilization  less CO2  cooler)(NC coast) 
low cost + high strength -> most used of all metals (first used by Hittites ~2000BC) 
+<.2%C = wrought iron (corrosion resistant); +.4-1.5% C = steel (Excaliber?); +2-4%C = cast iron 

Co cobalt 
“kobold”= goblin 
40% = congo 

25 hard, shiny metal, often found with nickel; forms many magnetic alloys (Alnico) 
humans need trace amounts for vitamin B-12 
gives bright blue in glass; blue/pink humidity indicators & “invisible ink” 

Ni nickel 83 hard & ductile takes high polish & resists corrosion; 30% comes from Sudbury Ontario 
trace amounts are needed in some enzymes for e.g. urease 
catalyses oil + hydrogen  margarine; used in stainless steels; Alnico magnets; NiCd batteries 

Cu copper 60 excellent thermal & electrical conductivity; soft unless allow with Sn = bronze or with 9-45%Zn = brass 
CuSO4 = copper sulfate = brilliant blue algicide 
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Transition Metals crust  
ppm 

Factoids 

Zn zinc 70 corrodes easily, so is a “sacrificial” metal on galvanized steel & in sacrificial anodes;  
also found in >1982 US pennies & battery containers 
humans need ~11 mg/day needed for >3000 proteins; may lessen severity &  duration of cold symptoms  

ZnO = zinc oxide high refractive index  clown white (paint pigment); ZnS = zinc sulfide (luminous clocks);  
Cu + 9-45%Zn = brass 
ZnCl2 = zinc chloride = deodorants;  

Mo molybdenum 1 6
th
 highest mp of any element (2623C) & low thermal expansion  in 1-10% Mo high strength steels 

MoS2 (molybedum disulfide = molybenite) forms protective films on metals 
humans need .05-.3mg/day (.4mg/day = toxic) for at least 20 enzymes 

Pd palladium .015 found in catalytic convertors; can absorb 900x its volume of hydrogen so may = hydrogen storage medium 

Ag silver .076 highest electrical & thermal conductivity of any metal 
~nontoxic to people but antibacterial  dental fillings 
AgBr = silver bromide reacts with light Ag (photographic film = 24% of 2001 Ag use) 

Cd cadmium .15 toxin (Itai-Itai) & carcinogenic metal that occurs with Zn (and may exert toxicity by replacing Zn?) 
Ni-Cd rechargeable batteries 
is taken up from soil by plants (resembles needed Zn?) 
CdS = cadmium sulfide = yellow pigment; CdSe = cadmium selenide = red pigment 

W tungsten 1.2 highest mp (3422C) & lowest vapor pressure of any element except carbon  
used as filament in incandescent light bulbs 

Os osmium .0015 hard, brittle and densest of all the elements  coat specimens for electron microscopy; toxic low boiling (130C) oxide 
oxide x-links unsaturated fatty acids (reveals fingerprints, fixes corneas)  

Pt platinum .005 malleable, ductile corrosion resistant 
 jewelry, catalytic convertors, spark plug tips, cisplatin chemotherapy  

Au gold .004 dense but most malleable & ductile of all metals; corrosion resistant; dissolves in aqua regia (HCl + HNO3) 
very malleable: 1oz gold  > 9 m

2
 (0.18 microns thick; 7,055 = 1 dime thickness)  

often allowed with Cu or Ag to make harder 

Hg mercury .085 melts @ -39C 
until 1941 used in felt making; still used in some older Cl2 plants and in thermometers, barometers, dental amalgams 
controversy over link between autism and its use since 1930's as vaccine preservative thiomersal 
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GROUP 3A crust 
ppm 

factoids: vary from nonmetals (form covalent compounds) to metals (form ionic compounds) 

B boron 8.5 used for green color in fireworks 
ore = Na2B4O7 10H2O = sodium tetraborate = borax (water soluble, found in dried lake beds) 
borax + H2SO4 = H3BO3 = boric acid (preservative) (when heated –> glassy B2O3 = borax bead test, 
Pyrex) 
BN = boron nitride ~ same hardness as diamond & more thermally stable (diamonds –> CO2 >800C)  

Al aluminum 85110 

 3
rd

  

light metal which forms protective oxide coat which prevents further corrosion (removed by Cl- in HCl) 
soft & weak & loses strength > 300C so alloyed w Cu, Si, Mg, Mn 
only ½ the electrical conductivity of copper, but 1/3 the density, so more current per unit weight 
ore = bauxite (Al2O3) - dissolve in molten cryolite Na3AlF6 & electrolyze (Columbia River electricity  
Al  Boeing)  
NaAl(SO4)2 = sodium aluminum sulfate (acid source in many baking powders)  
Al2(SO4)3 = alum (added to paper to make less porous)  
widespread in aluminosilicate minerals (feldspars, micas, etc) 
some concern over high levels in Alzheimers’ brains - but not sure if cause or effect 

Ga gallium 19 liquid ~ room temperature (>30C); has large liquid range (to 2403C) - so a low VP even at high T;  
resists oxidation to 1600C 
used in LEDs (light emitting diodes) 

In indium .24 used in Pb free solders 
transparent indium-tin-oxide electrodes are used in liquid crystal displays 

Tl thallium .85 very soft & malleable but reacts with air and is highly toxic (Tl
+
 resembles K

+
) 

amalgam keeps Hg liquid to -60C (vs -38 for pure Hg) 
toxicity ~ like lead’s 
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GROUP 4A crust 
ppm 

Factoids 

C carbon 170 diamond, graphite, charcoal (charcoal used to filter & decolorize) 
forms diverse chain-like molecules (the study of which = organic chemistry) 

Si silicon 282000 

2
nd

  
very abundant in crust - forms the backbone of aluminosilicate minerals (feldspars, micas); SiO2 = 
quartz 
forms basic matrix of computer chips 
forms chain-like molecules like carbon - but more flexible = silicones (e.g. caulk)  

Ge germanium 1.5 shrinks when melts 
oxide is transparent to IR but has a high refractive index for visible light 
small band gap allows it to respond to IR light 

Sn tin 2.3 ancients easily obtained from SnO2 + C in campfires 
adds corrosion resistant coating to iron cans 
plate glass is formed on pools of molten tin 
good tone/tuning for organ pipes 
transforms to brittle form below freezing 
20%Sn in 80%Cu = bronze; 50/50 Pb/Sn = solder; Sn + 1-15% Cu = pewter (used until China 
cheapened)  

Pb lead 14.1 known in 3000BC; PbS + O2 –> PbO which with C –> Pb 
low melting metal used in many solders and car batteries 
high refractive index  used in paints  
3ml Pb(C2H5)4 (tetraethyl lead) was, for years, added to each gallon of gasoline to slow explosion 
(increase octane) 
compounds are sweet-tasting but toxic (impairs heme synthesis) 
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GROUP 5A crust 
ppm 

Factoids 

N nitrogen 19 common form = N2 = relatively inert (unreactive) 80% of air 
+O2 (heated air)  variety of oxides:  
     N2O = non-toxic nitrous oxide (laughing gas); NO = toxic nitric oxide; NO2 = brown, toxic nitrogen 
dioxide 
+H2  NH3 = ammonia, NH4

+
 = ammonium  = #2 inorganic chemical; most  fertilizer 

    in the atmosphere, NH3 + H2SO4  solid NH4HSO4 = haze 

HNO3 = nitric acid = #6 inorganic 

NH4NO3 = ammonium nitrate = #7 inorganic  

P phosphorus 1047 element occurs as P4; in very flammable white form or less flammable red form  
PH3 = flammable phosphine (spontaneous human combustion?) 

Ca3(PO4)2 = “phosphate rock” which + H2SO4  H3PO4 = phosphoric acid = #4 inorganic;  

     most H3PO4  fertilizer, some as “tart-ening” agent (e.g., in Coke) 
P is often limiting nutrient in freshwater (often tied up to Fe

+3
 and released when low O2 allows  

Fe
+2

) 

As arsenic 1.8 common rat poison (byproduct from German mining in late 1600's may have ended regular plague 
epidemics) 
carcinogenic; As(III) (anaerobic environs) is more toxic than As(V) (aerovic environs) 
common in pressure-treated lumber (CCA = chromated copper arsenate); residential uses banned in 
 2003 

Sb antimony .2 hardens lead in storage batteries 

Bi bismuth .0085 expands when freezes -get sharp edges in casting (Woods metal mp=65C = 
50%Bi,25%Pb,12.5%Sn,12.5%Cd) 
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GROUP 6A crust 
ppm 

Factoids 

O oxygen 457000 

1
st

  

slowly reactive gas = 20% of air 

S sulfur 346 occurs as S8 = a yellow flammable rock (brimstone) with O2  SO2  SO3 which with H2O  
H2SO4 = sulfuric acid = #1 inorganic chemical (originally made by distilling green vitriol = 
FeSO4•H2O  H2SO4 + FeO 
forms S-S bonds giving 3D structure to many proteins 
forms very insoluble & nonvolatile sulfides (S

-2
)with many metals (= many ores & S in proteins 

binds to Pb, Hg, etc) 
FeS2 = pyrite (fools gold) 
SO4

-2
 = sulfate: CaSO4•2H2O = gypsum  plaster of paris (Gulf coast S deposits = bacterially 

reduced gypsum) 
(NH4)2SO4 = ammonium sulfate = #9 inorganic; also = much of atmospheric aerosol (haze) from 
NH3 + H2SO4 

anaerobic environments  very toxic H2S (hydrogen sulfide = rotten egg smell; produced from 
S in proteins) 

H3C-S-CH3 = dimethylsulfide = DMS = ocean smell 

Se selenium .05 trace essential nutrient (55micrograms/day for enzymes which destroy H2O2 - thought to protect 
against cancer)  
but is toxic over 400 micrograms/day (garlic breath, hair loss, fatigue) 
poisons wildlife where leached by agricultural runoff which is concentrated as water evaporates 
(Kesterson Refuge) 
gives bright red color to glass (stoplights) 

Te tellurium .001 H2Te = foulest smelling inorganic compound 

Po polonium .00000000
2 

radioactive alpha emitter with half-life = 138 days 
triggers nuclear bomb by supplying alpha particles which induce Be to release a neutron 
poisoned Alexander Litvinenko 
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GROUP 7A 

= Halogens 

crust 
ppm 

Factoids 

F fluorine 589 HF = hydrofluoric acid vaporizes less than HCl, etches glass by vaporizing Si (SiF6) 
fluorides strengthen teeth (too much  white spots) 
very toxic (binds Ca

+2
  loss of muscle contraction) 

some blame many ills on fluoridated water 
Teflon = chains of C’s with F’s on them (F resists deformation of its e- = non-sticky) 

Cl chlorine 144 Cl2 = #3 inorganic = toxic yellowish gas; made from HCl + strong oxidizing agent (rip e- off Cl
-
) 

NaCl = common salt; HCl = hydrochloric acid = #8 inorganic 
bubbling Cl2 through NaOH  NaOCl = bleach 
many C-Cl compounds are good solvents for water insoluble things: CH2Cl2 = dichloromethane = 
paint stripper   

Br bromine 2.4 at room temperature = a brown, fuming liquid (name is from the Greek for “stench”) 
used in ozone-depleting Halon fire extinuishers 
pesticides (EDB = ethylene dibromide) 

I iodine .45 metallic solid that sublimes to purple vapor (name from Greek for purple) 
when dissolved in alcohol = a good disinfectant 
used in “halogen lights” (returns deposited W from the cool glass to the warm filament) 
human nutrient needed for thyroid hormones; if lack. thyroid enlarges to get more = goiter 

At astatine ?? radioactive 
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GROUP 8A  = 

Nobel Gases 

crust ppm factoids: all odorless, colorless, monatomic gases 

He helium .008 non-flammable lighter than air gas (balloons, blimps) 
low density  faster vocal cord vibration  higher pitched voices 

Ne neon .005 excitation at P=10mm orange, yellow & red emission of neon lights 

Ar argon 3.4 inert light bulb filler gas (more inert than N2) - decreases W evaporation rate;  
low thermal conductivity  filler in energy efficient windows & drysuits  

Kr krypton .0001 multiple emission lines ~white light (often in painted tubes to give “colored neon lights”) 

Xe xenon .00003  many spectral lines, but more in blue region  laser flash lamps, bactericide lamps, car 
headlights,  projector bulbs 

Rn radon .000 000 
000 004 

radioactive, carcinogenic gas released in decay of naturally occurring uranium  
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Here are charts of the relative amounts of elements in the universe and the earth:
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To practice learning the symbols of the elements, try this fill-in-the-blanks exercise:
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The modern table is called “periodic”@ because, if you’re looking at the “right” properties, elements 
show a “periodic” variation as you move through their “atomic numbers” (left to right & then down)
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ACTIVITY 3.3 
 
Match each element with is symbol and factoid 
 
 Name Factoid Names  Factoids 
H ___ ____  a) mercury  1) can be found as ozone 
Na ___ ___  b) chlorine  2) forms bronze with As or Sn  
K ___ ___  c) lead  3) dominant component of air 
Ca ___ ___  d) carbon  4) toxic volatile metal 
Mg ___ ___  e) oxygen  5) metal in limestone 
Cr ___ ___  f) cadmium  6) compounds = sweet tasting toxins in paints 
Fe ___ ___  g) aluminum  7) densest element  
Cu ___ ___  h) hydrogen  8) carcinogenic nonmetal used to preserve wood 
Zn ___ ___  i) sodium  9) the most abundant element in universe  
Ag ___ ___  j) iron   10) lots of electricity used to refine   
Au ___ ___  k) phosphorus 11) common water disinfectant 
S ___ ___  l) arsenic  12) forms brightly colored compounds 
Hg ___ ___  m) potassium 13) relatively insoluble nonmetallic nutrient 
Cd ___ ___  n) chromium  14) lightweight flammable metal 
C ___ ___  o) magnesium 15) metal that turns brittle below 0

o
C 

N ___ ___  p) osmium  16) used to galvanize iron 
O ___ ___  q) silver  17) spontaneously ignites with H2O  
Cl ___ ___  r) gold   18) common fertilizer ingredient other than N & P 
Si ___ ___  s) calcium  19) carcinogenic metal found with Zn 
P ___ ___  t) silicon  20) ties up P in sediments limiting algae 
As ___ ___  u) tin   21) rock thought to burn in hell 
Sn ___ ___  v) zinc   22) basis of organic compounds 
Os ___ ___  w) sulfur  23) most malleable metal 
Pb ___ ___  x) copper  24) forms antibacterial eating utensils 
Al ___ ___  y) nitrogen  25) basis of granite minerals 

 
 

3.9) Does a compound always have the same composition? By ~1800 people were looking at 

the masses of materials in reactions 
 
 Once Lavoisier defined “element” in a useful way and emphasized the use of “mass” as a 
useful way to measure “amounts of stuff,” people began to investigate the masses of materials as 
they underwent chemical reactions.  
 
 The first issue was whether there even existed materials that had well defined composition.  
For example, if you analyze the % of iron in rust, you get values from 70% to 77%. This seems to 
suggest that “rust” was not a unique material. It wasn’t until 1799 that Joseph Proust successfully 
argued for his “Law of Definite Composition.” He said that the variability of rust’s composition was 
because rust was actually a mixture of three different types of rust – each one of which did have a 
unique composition: one 70.0% iron, another 72.3% iron and a third 77% iron.    
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Once there was good evidence that compounds actually had fixed compositions, people 
began measuring the amounts of them that were used in different reactions. For example, Richter 
studied the amounts of bases needed to neutralize different acids. He found that it took 1606 g of 
potash, or 1218g of soda or 796 g of lime to neutralize 1000g of sulfuric acid. Dividing by 1218, this 
means that as far as neutralizing sulfuric acid: 
 

1.3g potash = 1g soda = .654g lime 
 
More amazing was the fact that to neutralize 1000g of hydrochloric acid it took: 2239g of potash or 
1699g of soda or 1107g of lime. So, again: 
  

1.3g potash = 1g soda = .654g lime!  
 
The same ratios were found for nitric acid! 
 

1.3g potash = 1g soda = .654g lime!  
 
Therefore, as far as neutralizing acids went:  
 

1.3g potash WAS EQUIVALENT TO 1g soda WAS EQUIVALENT TO .654g lime!   
 
Richter called these “equivalent weights” of the different bases.  
   

3.10) Why do we believe in atoms? 1802: Dalton proposes the modern atomic theory 
 

Finally, in 1802, John Dalton proposed his atomic theory to explain: 
 
-Lavoisier's principles of the conservation of mass 
-Richter's discoveries about equivalent weights 

  -Proust's theory that compounds had definite composition 
 
From his lifetime interest in weather Dalton's first proposed his "Law of Partial Pressures" (Ptotal = Σ 
partial pressures of component gases.) From this law, he formulated the 4 principles of his atomic 
theory: 
                 1) Matter is made from indivisible, indestructible atoms (so mass would be conserved) 
 
                 2) Atoms combine in ratios of small whole numbers to form compounds (so compounds 
   had definite compositions). 
 

3) All atoms of one element are identical but atoms of different elements have different 
weights (which could explain why it too different weights of different materials to 
neutralize a given amount of acid). 
 

 In addition to the atomic theory's success in explaining the observations described above, the 
major evidence supporting Dalton's theory was that he claimed that, if it were true, then 
experimentalists should observe a "Law of Multiple Proportions." To follow Dalton's reasoning, 
consider how his discrete model and the competing "continuum model" would predict that two 
elements like hydrogen and oxygen might combine: 
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     CONTINUUM MODEL               DISCRETE MODEL             
any amount of oxygen could   only combinations like HO,  

  combine with any given    HO2, H2O, etc could form 
  amount of hydrogen 
 

the mass of oxygen per gram   the masses of oxygen per gram of 
  of hydrogen would vary    hydrogen would be small whole 
        number ratios (2:1, 3:2, etc) 
 

Experimentalists soon confirmed Dalton's prediction:  
 

1 gram of hydrogen does combine with either: 
 8 grams of oxygen to form water,  
or with  

16 grams of oxygen to form hydrogen peroxide 
In these combinations, the ratios of oxygen = 16/8 = 2, a small whole number!  

 
(It may be worth pointing out that while the theory does imply the Law, the Law need not imply 
the theory: that is, if the theory is right, the LMP must be observed, but LMP may be observed 
even if theory is wrong.) 

 
Another confirmation of the validity of Dalton's atomic theory was its ability to explain the behavior of gases. Why 
should PV = a constant for a gas sample?  
 
Well, P = force/area. If Dalton is right, the gas consists of small atoms, of say mass=m and the force on the wall must 
come from their collisions with the wall.  
 
But physics says that the force of a collision is equal to the change in momentum (Δmv) of the colliding thing. If it is 
assumed that the atoms bounce "elastically," their speed "v" before they hit will turn into "-v" after they hit, and so  

Force of collision = Δmv = mvf - mvi = mv - (-mv) = 2mv 
 
Now if an atom is moving at velocity = v in a cube of side length = L, it would take them L/v seconds to get from wall 
to wall, so in 1 second, each wall would experience be hit v/L times.  .  
 

Therefore the force on each wall/second = force/collision x collisions/second 
                        = 2mv x v/L = 2mv

2
/L 

 
Since the total wall area of an LxLxL cube is 6L

2
, the pressure would be given by: 

     pressure = force/area = (2mv
2
/L)/6L

2
 = mv

2
/3V  

 
 Or PV = mv

2
/3 = a constant.  Q.E.D. 

 
You can actually go further, since experiment says   P * V = constant * T  

 
So: mv

2
/3 = constant * T, or 2mv

2
 = kinetic energy = another constant * T.  

 
That is, a gas' temperature is proportional to the kinetic energy.       

   
 
 
 
 
 


